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Professor Yuko And The Lost Crown

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.

The Lost Crown is the third instalment of the Professor Yuko franchise, and was released in late YE 41. It
was produced by Firefly Films, a subsidiary of Anisan production house. The franchise's star, Shiba Koki,
returns to portray the title character, alongside crewmembers such as director Hiruken Kayo. It is a
prequel to professor_yuko_and_the_secret_of_the_tomb.

General Information
Genre Action-Adventure

Release 12 December YE 41
Content rating PG-13, Violence and Scary Content

Directed by Hiruken Kayo
Produced by Hirago Mate, Kunida Soh & Okana Kuemon
Written by Karathi Migotha, Ronald Frankton
Story by Marcus Elester
Starring Shiba Koki, Maria Gremper & Karawa Moti
Music by Johann Wilhelmus

Cinematography Donald Gleeston
Costs ~25 million KS

Personnel involved ~24,000
Screen time ~118 minutes

Production Company Firefly Films & Vibrant Cloud Filmworks
Distributed by yukosfilm

Tag-line “The rise of Yuko!”

Plot

As with the previous films, information about the plot is sparse and the screenwriting is kept a closely
guarded secret. The known plot details comes from yukosfilm's own summary, and closely scripted
interviews with cast and crew.

“Professor Yuko returns! But now, he is a much younger man. Experience his rise to world fame as he
seeks adventure with a young woman in despair and a little brave boy, against the biggest evil he has
yet faced on screen. Discover as Yuko finds an ancient crown embedded with strange powers and an evil
curse. Join in as Yuko and his two companions race against time to return the crown to its resting place!
Shiba Koki returns as Yuko, along with new faces like Maria Gremper, and a score of new villains led by
Karawi Moti.”

In an interview with screenwriter Ronald Frankton, he said that elements from scrapped material from
the first movies would be reused, and that both Ronald Makron and Oishi Tokuwi would be returning in
some manner, as well as minor castmembers like Yoshi Makote, Marokin Shoa, and Lewis Astar. Director
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Kayo revealed that the film would be 'darker' than the first two movies, with more serious tones.

Cast & Crew

(From yukosfilm transcript)

Cast

Shiba Koki as Professor Ashage Yuko
Maria Gremper
Ashawi Nota
Karawa Moti
Leshada Mori
Ronald Makron as Ashage Mio
Marcus Elester (Cameo)
Oishi Tokuwi as Howard Costello
Marokin Shoa as Head Master MahitiLewis Astar as Tom Gaston
Yoshi Makote as Ando Gennai
Mitu Luwi
James Gand
Ichibo Kunu

Crew

Assistant Director: Tomatsu Baiko
Line Producer: Hirago Mate
Co-Producers: Kunida Soh & Okana Muegon (Main), Hiruken Kayo & Ronald Agherton (Associate)
Executive Producers: Marcus Elester & Okanu Tokiba
Edited by: Victor Mastew & Matthew Nigarath
Casting by: George F. Leward & Michael Ronter, William Master (Fight Choreographer)
Production: Yukate Maro & Taira Geshin (Designers), Leroy Spall (Manager), Hirama Tokira
(Coordinator), Karami Jusha (Anisa System Supervisor), George Fallerton & Yoshi Makote (Associate
Producers), Kira Makota (Production Assistant), Francine Spall (Accountant)
Art: Hedwig Godroe (Director), Tsuna Makaga (Set Designer), Lewis Vallman (Illustrator), Rijake
Mojo (Graphic Artist)
Set: Richard Etcon (Set Decorator), Ian Filby (Greens-man), Katuro Mai (Buyer), Agi Sowogo
(Location Scout), Onaga Dashi (Set Dresser)
Costume: Rafid Cagnasterif (Design, Iromakuanhe), Kanai Ekiken (Supervisor), Saginas Hakisabenor
(Wardrobe Supervisor, Iromakuanhe), Ekira Mana (Key Costumer), Lily Albon (Costume Standby),
Norugo Tamaro (Breakdown Artist)
Makeup: Lushi Kantore (Key Make-up Artist & Supervisor), Agora Matiri (Key Hair), Hadai Yuyu (SFX
Makeup), Gerald Mulhausen (Senior Artist), Ogu Hakira (Senior Hair)
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Director of Photography: Albus Haupt, Sonai Kobi (Anisa System Supervisor), Fashina Koj (Albini
Supervisor)
Sound Effects: Bob Stanton (Supervisor), Benjamin Bartolemeus (Abwehran, Senior Sound
Designer), Tikati Mo (Senior Sound Mixer & Sound Editor), Kenneth Garlic (Boom Operator), Harry
Clam (2nd AS), Ekari Mono (Dialogue Editor), Michael Granson (Foley Artist)
Camera Operation by: Magnus Högmann (First Unit, Abwehran), Nick Haysley (Second Unit) &
Harold Agherton (Second Unit Backup)
Camera: Eniba Kenji (Focus Puller, First Unit), Albert Erges (Focus Puller, Second Unit), Grant Teller
(Clapper operator), Amy Deanes & Kichi Ariwan (Film Loaders), Jake Limber (Camera Intern)
Lighting & Grip: Karl Hagner (Gaffer), Onaga Heibi (Best Boy Lighting), Hashito Mago (Senior
Lighting Technician), Edward Salter (Key Grip), Moriko Haba (Best Girl Grip), Himana Kari (Dolly
Grip), Wokana Mui (Sound Grip)
Special Effects: Lunarflix Lighting & Effects, Terry Bolder(Effects Supervisor), Jeffrey
Kandwinn(Mechanical Effects Supervisor), Onaga Sofi (Miniatures Supervisor), Shima Takesi (Senior
Pyrotechnic), Riyake Mojo (Concept Artist), Tokuda Kokei Studio (Mold Shop)
Visual Effects: LLE, Jigato Mar (Supervisor), Motaru Jaba (Producer), Louis Scanton (Animation),
Yutani Toki (3D Model Supervisor), Tashi Kanora (Compositor), Henry Murrel (VFX Editor), Karen
Mitkund (Rotoscope Artist), Rarufu Mikari (Matte Painter), Makojo Souwjin (Pre-Visualisation Artist)
Music Written, Composed and Conducted by: Johann Wilhelmus, Elester (Associated)
Music Orchestrated by: Johann Wilhelmus, Kyoto National Symphony Orchestra & Choir, recorded
at imperial_theatre, kyoto
Stunts: Chuck Falstron (Supervisor), Maruti Kenjo (Koki double), Albert Gardener (Fallerton double),
William Master (Choreographer)
Script Supervisors: Makino Yu & Hara Esumi
Marketing: Meyani Shotul (Supervisor), Riyake Mojo (Illustrations), Ebo Takola (Press Spokeperson)
Original Screenplay by: Karathi Migotha & Ronald Frankton, Luke Mirage (Consultant)
Based on a Story by: Marcus Elester
Dialogue Coaches: Marcus Elester, Morio Karuwi
Transportation: Isaki Mojo (Coordination), Ebiji Koro (Senior Manager), Giba Marji (Manager), Lily
Fantel (Captain)
Construction: Seta Kojuro (Coordinator), Waniba Koju (Head Carpenter), Kari Makono (Prop-master),
Anthony Farlyle (Armourer), Ogoto Mashimi (Prop-maker), Taira Geshin (Key Scenic)

Production

Development/Pre-production

The second film of Professor Yuko proved to be an even bigger success than the first, making almost 350
million in gross. Director Kayo therefore asked if Marcus Elester, the spiritual creator of Professor Yuko,
had any more adventures that we wanted told on the big screen. Elester began work on a third series of
stories, but also urged Kayo to use unused footage from the other films, to keep the original story in.
Karathi Migotha and Ronald Frankton, both screenwriters of the previous movies, worked with Elester to
directly translate the story to a screenplay.

Many aspects were introduced to the story, beginning with the idea of it being a prequel. This allowed
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Yuko to be paired with other companions and new villains. Most of the story of Elester was kept intact, a
departure from uch of the work on the previous film, but Elester also introduced some darker motives
and 'grey areas' for his characters, which went into the screenplay. Kayo also urged for some characters
to return in a supporting fashion, such as Yuko's father Mio and his mentor Gennai, who were the stars of
the first movies.

Producer Higaro Mate returned to produce the film after he left for the second instalment to produce two
other films. Vibrant Cloud Filmworks remained attached due to their expertise in construction and set
design, while Firefly retained the role of main producer. Many other crew, such as the camera operator
Högmann, production designer Maro, and costume designer Cagnasteriff, returned to fulfill their duties.
Lushi Kantore returned for make-up duties, but Gerald Mulhausen, who quit after the first instalment,
returned as her assistant. Donald Gleeston departed as cinematographer, but was replaced by Albus
Haupt, who was camera operator on the first two instalment. He was replaced by Nick Haysley on the
second unit, and Ronald Agherton remained as backup. Johann Wilhelmus continued to provide the score
for the franchise, and Tikati Mo returned as Sound Mixer. Jigato Mar remained visual supervisor, but
Henry Murrel returned as VFX editor. Ronald Makron also became associate producer, but left as dialogue
coach, which passed to Elester.

Principal Photography

Principal photography began in january YE 40, after the release of the second instalment. The first
scenes where shot in kyoto, including at the Crossroads Complex. More work was done on set in this film
than the previous ones. More shooting was done on Anisa System, in Vibrant's Cloudworks studios. These
also included outdoors scenes around the complex. Shooting was finished in december YE 40, a record
time for the production of this franchise. Most footage was shot using 35mm HydroScope cameras, but
some were shot with the 70mm Super HydroScope, even more than the second instalment.

A total of eight dolly rigs were used in the filming, as well as two helicopter cameras, which were
introduced for the first time in the franchise.

Post-production

Like the previous film, Johann Wilhelmus scored his soundtrack using raw footage and pre-visualised
scenes, which allowed him to devise the correct musical tehems and rhythms. The film was edited into
Wilhelmus' score. Most themes, such as the main theme, 'Professor March', were taken from earlier
recordings or re-recorded into new segments. Wilhelmus revealed that one of the themes introduced in
the second film will be carried over as well, but that most of the score were new works.

Special effects remained on the same level as the previous film, but motion capture was scrapped
from the film due to time and budget constraints. Bartolemeus, senior sound designer, continued his
practice of creating sounds live on set, with Tikati Mo receiving the same equipment as last films, but
with updated software. Visaul effects were put in place, with most effects being created practically
through mechanical or electronic means. Less saturation was used, but Colour Toning still remained
large for the enhancing of scenes. More CGI was also used, but mostly to enhance crowd scenes and
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physical preformances, and no entire characters were made in the computer. This meant that the budget
was almost as high as the second film, however without the costs of motion capture.

Post-production was the focus of the entirety of YE 41, supposedly due to the rushed state in which it was
done in the second instalment. Therefore, the release date was placed at 12 december, to mimic the
other films. The film received a PG-13 rating, with 'Violent' and 'Scary Content' warnings, the same as the
previous films.

Critical Reception

Pre-release reception

Since the reveal from yukosfilm in January YE 41, fans have eagerly awaited the release of the film.
During the YukosCon of YE 41, it was voted by 1,500 voters as the “most anticipated film” for Yukosfilm
that year. The interview panel saw an attendance of 8,000, almost half of the previous film. It managed
to get the most views for up to three days on the Yamatai Interstellar News Network (YINN). With that,
appreciation of the film is somewhat lesser than the first two, but the fan base has put forth much
adoration for the film already.

Critics were less positive than the first films, however praised that the cast and crew were kept together
and that some of the crew of the first film returned. Kyoto Times voted positively for the pre-release
anticipation, and also promoted the decision of a prequel. At Film Entertainment Online a group of 120
voters voted 'top/flop', divided at '112/8', with many critics appreciating the continued work of the cast
and crew.

The film received some sceptiscism. Filmgoers Magazine voted negative on the previews, from a group of
16 critics. They critisised the need for endless 'sequels and prequels' and the apparent lack of Araya
Mioko. Critic Mirutu Jen voted negative, stating that the film would lead to 'Yuko fatigue' and be 'A tragic
downfall of the franchise'.

OOC Notes

yoerik created this article on 2019/09/15 06:23. This article is inspired by Indiana Jones and the Temple
of Doom, so all credits go to Spielberg, Paramount Pictures, and Lucasfilm.
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